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A review and critique of the international events literature is provided in this paper in an effort to assess the state of theorizing by those who employ international events data. More precisely, the attempt is made here to establish what are the basic underlying assumptions accepted by those who collect event interaction data. The conclusion of this review is that while the substantive interests of event data collectors seem developed well enough to characterize this body of literature as comprising a field, the theoretical basis of the field remains largely lacking. Thus, there is a clear need for more work in the area of theoretical explanations. Both the scholar and the policy-maker must recognize that international events are or should be simply indicators of substantive concepts bounded with theoretical frameworks, indicators of their particular perspective of nations and the behavior between nations. Some possible avenues to further theoretical development are suggested.
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The Theoretical Approaches in the Events Data Movement

The purpose of this paper is to review and critique theoretical activity in the events data movement. The task is certainly not an easy one and it is made more difficult by the fact that the material to be reviewed stems primarily from a data movement and not a theoretically homogeneous body of work. Nevertheless, the movement does exhibit some common elements which have a strong philosophical background. This paper will trace the historical roots of the events approach, review the current state of theorizing by those who use this data, and attempt to suggest a few potential avenues for further pursuit.

Alberico Gentili, a sixteenth century professor of law, is credited as the founder of modern thought about international relations. This attribution rests on his determination to examine international relations from a secular rather than a theological standpoint. His celebrated cry "let theologians keep quiet about matters outside their province!" marks Gentili off sharply from his scholastic predecessors and signaled the advent of a new era. His position was that Plato, Aristotle, and the followers of Justinian ethics give no account of the laws of war except with reference to the needs of their own states. Thus, while they did talk about the cause of war, prisoners, and slaves and some other topics relating to the subject of conflict, they considered all from the standpoint of a particular state and explained them with reference to that state's requirements; for example, the status of a prisoner and his relation to the citizen. "It remains however, to investigate the intricate question, what the law is and how we shall prove that it is this or that. For obviously we must not only teach in the manner of Plato, but because of conflicting opinions we must also demonstrate it in the manner of Aristotle..." (Gentili, 1612, as quoted in Frey, p. 20). Gentili's position is that we cannot accept the Augustinian principle that the injustice of an advers-

sary makes war just (Augustine, On the City of God, I.xv). Instead, we must develop a set of principles based upon natural law which lay down the basis for interactions between nations.

Grotius (1583-1645) further developed the arguments of Gentili by looking at the character of the international society in which states are subject to restraint through law. According to Grotius, the restraints were a combination of rules, some of which—the laws of nature—are derived from man's rational and social nature which demands order and justice, while others—like the laws of nations—are based on the will and consent of states. The second laws, the laws of nations, according to Grotius, are to be discovered by studying the relations between nations. Methodologically, Grotius confined natural law appropriate for individuals with natural law appropriate for the relations between states. Vattel. In 1758, pointed out that the natural law appropriate for individuals cannot be directly applied to states.

"There is no doubt that the existence of a natural law of nations, in as much as the law of nature is no less binding upon states, where men are united in a political society, than it is upon the individuals themselves. As an exact knowledge of this law cannot be had by a mere understanding of what the law of nature prescribes for individual persons. When a law is applied to different subjects it must be applied in a manner suited to the nature of each subject. Hence it follows that the natural law of nations is a special science which consists in a just and reasonable application of the law of nature to the affairs and conduct of nations and of sovereigns. All those treaties, therefore, which confuse the law of nations with the ordinary natural law must fail to convey a distinct idea and a thorough knowledge of the sacred law of nations (Vattel, 1758, as quoted in Forsyth p. 89).

But in addition to the law of nations which is deducible from certain principles of natural law, there is a much larger group of laws
which govern the relations between nations. These laws, potentially
demonstrable from the behavior of nations, are not to be confused with
the natural laws.

These three divisions of the law of nations, the voluntary, the conventional, and the customary
law form together the positive law of nations; they proceed from the agreement of nations; the voluntary
law from the presumed consent; the conventional law from the expressed consent; and the customary
law from their tacit consent. And since there are
not other modes of deducing a law from the agree-
ment of nations, there are but these three divisions
of the positive law of nations. (Vattel, 1714)

The voluntary, customary, and conventional laws of nations govern
the relations between nations over the period of time in which it can be
agreed that these positive laws exist. The problem becomes one of delin-
eating these commonly accepted patterns of behavior between nations. All
three authors argue that it is through a combination of historical chronol-
ogy and philosophical introspection that we can come to know the laws
which govern the way nations deal with each other. The attack on the
early scholastics is not in the realm of statements about what we can
know, but it is about how we can know the laws that govern the relations
between nations. And it is in this position on how we can come to a better
understanding of the positive laws of nature that the early secular move-
ment in international relations shows great affinities to the current systematic
group of international relations scholars. Consider the following two quotes
from Morton Kaplan and Richard Rosecrance, advocates of the popular systems
approach.

Morton Kaplan: "The crux of the matter is whether
regularities can be discovered which permit the
organization of the materials of international
politics within a simple framework of reason-
able explanatory or predictive power." (In: "The
Study and Process in International Politics. New York: Wiley,
1957, p. 3.)

Richard Rosecrance: "The central works of diploma-
tic and political history could provide the raw
material from which systematic characteristics
could be derived." (Action and Reaction in World
Politics. 1964, p. 5.)

This new philosophy of the systematicians is indeed an old position
traceable back to the very beginnings of modern international relations.
And its solution is the modest proposal that we consider systematically
the actions between nations in an attempt to delineate the voluntary,
customary, and conventional ways in which nations deal with each other.
Perhaps a distinction between the two groups is worth pointing out however.
The early philosophers were interested in much more than simply under-
standing the normal modes of behavior. They were interested in describing
a set of laws for the correct application of international relations
principles to the international society. It is not clear that the fathers
of the current systems approach are that ambitious.

To be sure, not all of the systemicists have moved to the events
data approach. But many have. An early advocate of this approach was
Charles McClelland (1961) who argued that we need more than a perusal of
diplomatic history as written by historians. Their works suffered from
at least their difficulties: (1) On the whole, historians had not been
concerned to take particular note of reoccurring forms in the sequences
of exchanges between nations; (2) The historians place too much emphasis
on a search of motives of actors and the decision-making activities that
occur within foreign offices; and (3) Published diplomatic history is
not rich enough in the presentation of exact interaction sequences. Rather
it is the historian's research notes that current analysts would be interested
in (McClelland, 1961, p. 191).
With special reference to crisis setting, McClelland argues that:

"Without any reference to the setting of a crisis or to its larger meanings in the politics of international relations, the coding of events of a crisis in chains of interactions sequences makes possible the identification of patterns and the comparison of forms of crisis behavior. Almost immediately, inferences are drawn and labels for many kinds of sequences are brought to mind. In the due course of an analytical study, a mapping of the repetitive crisis from its dramatic initial 'input' events to its tailing off into the 'normalcy' of routine international relations becomes possible. Studies which are limited to such charting and immediate analysis will have value in putting historical data to new use and in developing limited explanations of an aspect of international behavior. The ambition is greater, however: we wish to cope with the matter of peace and war and with the problem of control... (1961, p. 193).

Thus we can see that the events data movement is an attempt to systematically refine the collection and codification of the actions and reaction of nations with each other. It is an old basic idea that by studying the interactions between nations we can come to know what is customarily accepted behavior between nations. We can also make assumptions about the voluntary agreement to limit certain types of interactions to specific events or sequences of events. The major difference, some would argue, advance, in the events data collection over earlier chronicling of exchanges between nations is the quantitative nature of the current enterprise. This quantification makes for more reliable, repeatable and testable assertions. What underlies this approach is a desire to specify how national decision-makers tend to select types of action and reaction from an inventory of foreign policy outputs to meet different kinds of non-routine and routine international situations? Three basic assumptions can be identified in the events data movement:

- The concept of foreign policy as a set of decisions by officials is adopted. This foreign policy activity implies actions which can be delineated.
- The behavior of one actor towards another actor (foreign policy) is responsive to the actions of other nations and involves efforts to influence who the leaders of these nations will be, what decisions they will take, and how they will define the relations between their nation and others.
- Foreign policy is made in an environment by decision-makers who have mixed desires and domestic constraints to cope with. Their activity is essentially a process of adaptation to the internal and external environment which they seek to coordinate in an effort to maintain the autonomy and the sovereignty of the nation-state."

Certainly this perspective demands that we look at the patterns of action and reaction between nations and therefore systematic data collection efforts such as WES, DUN, and MECCA have a justification in the search for the positive laws governing the relations between nations.

On a still more abstract level it is argued that national decision-makers consciously choose policy which may affect the overall patterns of cooperation and conflict in the international system. This type of explanation generally assumes that there is at least one individual within the nation who understands the dynamics of cooperation and conflict in the system. Who knows how other statesmen and his own constituents will react to a given policy and who uses this knowledge to get around the constraints which these reactions impose. This is the argument made by Stanley Hoffman (1968) in his delineation of roles in American foreign policy. It is also the type of argument made by William Langr in his discussion of the politics and motivations of Otto von Bismarck (1931).

As is the case with any new movement more time has been spent in specifying the relations between nations, the foreign policy actions and responses, than in coming to grips with the explanatory assumptions which
are also attributable to this approach. Let us begin by describing the current approach and findings emerging from the purely inductive studies which form the basis of work in the events movement.

The Description of Foreign Policy

Every act of a nation can be considered as a potential piece of information communicating to other nations the intense desires or dislikes of the acting nations. In addition, the variety of behavior is itself an important aspect of the study of event interactions. If the multitude of international behaviors are structured into a basic set of patterns, the variety of international interactions can be shown to reduce to the knowledge gain from each of these patterns of behavior. If, for instance, the behavior of nations reduces to five basic patterns, then there are five areas in which information is being transmitted. The class of nations exhibiting frequent behavior in one pattern is not likely to be the same class of nations participating extensively along other patterns. In adapting this approach, researchers have rejected the notion that international behavior can be measured by a single indicator. Such indicators represent only aspects of behavior, although important ones perhaps. They are looking for dimensions of behavior that are found to be independent of each other and searching for the smallest number of dimensions that accurately describe the variety of behavior between nations. Given the difficulty of using single variable indices for any one concept, i.e., poor data with unknown sources of error-random and systematic--in validity problems of the definitions, students of international relations are faced with a situation similar to Heisenberg's Indeterminacy Principle in Quantum Physics. They cannot measure the precise position or charge of the nation in the system. Instead, they have moved to methods that deal with probability densities—that define stable structure among arrays of behavior. In those areas where several variables tend to provide dense clusters of information, they are most likely to find the best measures for describing international behavior.

A number of specific questions guided this form analysis: (1) What are the dimensions of variation among nations with respect to their dyadic behavior over a continuous series of time points; (2) What is the relationship of these dimensions to those dimensions found by studying other time slices; (3) What are the groups of nation dyads that exhibit similar conflict behavior over time, and (4) What are the profiles of each group's conflict behavior?

Current research efforts have concentrated quite heavily upon analyzing the patterns of behavior in events data. Previous work has provided a good deal of information about behavior between select pairs of nations over time (McClelland et al. [1965], McClelland [1966], North, et al. [1967], Smoker [1967], Burrows [1970], and Aar [1970]) or for all nations at single point in time (Kimmel [1967] and Tarter [1966]), and to combine the longitudinal approach of case studies with the all inclusive approach of the cross-sectional studies (Phillips, 1969).

Perhaps the most significant finding of this research is the similarity in the dimensions between all such studies. The implications of this similarity are that the parameters which identify patterns of behavior over time do not change when the length of a time slice is varied. This should enable the calculation of pattern scores employing any time frame once the weights (factor loadings) were known from a single study with the results that realistic patterns of behavior would emerge.
Comparison between different points in time tends to confirm the fact that the patterns of behavior remain quite stable. It appears to be the case, however, that while the patterns of behavior remain constant from one point in time to another the behavior of individual dyads are not predictable using simple linear transformations from one point in time to another (Rummel and Bell 1966a & b, Phillips and Lorimer 1972, and Burrowes et al (1972)). These findings ought to confirm the philosophically strong position that it is highly unlikely that a nation's behavior is a simple function of time. Thus, simple extrapolation techniques, while likely to be accurate in short range forecasting (Young, 1970a) are not likely to provide good predictions for longer term behavior performance.

Several attempts to provide taxonomies for classifying nations have been suggested (Rosenau and Heggard (1971), Phillips (1969), Young(1970b)). While a number of taxonomic attempts have been made based either upon grouping nations according to behavioral similarities (Phillips, 1969) or grouping of nations according to attribute characteristics (Rosenau and Heggard, 1971) to date no single taxonomy seems to be firmly grounded in theoretical expectations and sufficiently well accepted by members of the movement to command complete acceptance.

It is quite clear that the early forefathers of this approach to describing positive relations between nations had in mind much more than the delineating of patterns and the classifying of actors or typing of nations. They wanted to use these general patterns to delineate the basic material from which philosophical introspection would produce universals for explaining and prescribing the relations between nations.

McClelland - the quote provided earlier has suggested the same thing. A prevalent strategy to the events movement has been the delineation of a set of patterns such as those discussed above and then the search for other variables which correlate highly with these patterns. Unfortunately Brunner (1970) has demonstrated very convincingly that the data analysis strategies presently employed by political scientists (such as correlation and regression analysis) will usually not reveal the underlying structure of a theoretical system. This will be the case regardless of whether the systems are analyzed across nationally at a point in time or individually as a time series. Thus, there are several important problems facing analysts in the explanation of foreign policy exchanges. First, there is the very broad data analysis problem. To what extent can data - even time series data--be used to identify the basic structure of a theory of international interaction? Since most analysts' strategies cannot be used to distinguish between the structure of a theory and the parameters in that theory, it is the responsibility of the analyst to impose a basic structure on his observations prior to statistical manipulation. Cain and Watts point out, "Without a theoretical framework to provide order and rational for the large number of variables, we have no way of interpreting the statistical results." Regression and correlations analysis is properly used to estimate parameters for a model only when the structure of that model and the elements which make up the theory are already well specified. This specification of the structure must precede the application of statistical techniques" (1970, p. 229).

The reader may wonder by this time why introduce the analogy to Gentili and other early secularists? The answer is really quite simple.
Sorokin (1956) has suggested that two of the most serious ills that can befall a social science are the cult of Columbus syndrome and the malady of amnesia. He points out that too frequently, social scientists have been willing to suggest that what one is about to read in an article is a brave new world discovered, thereby claiming to have discovered something for the first time and ignoring—hopefully unintentionally—previous work on the same problem by others. These are dangerous ills which can befall any science. They are dangerous, not because they cause personal animosity—"Why wasn’t I cited?"—but because they cause us to waste time with concepts, approaches, or theories which have already shown to be acid and fruitless.

Classical international relations has shown that what is needed is a set of expectations based upon the interaction between nations. But they have also shown that much more is necessary than ontological discussions about how we can know (natural law versus positive law).

They have demonstrated that a charting of what has transpired between nations is not enough. Rousseau advanced the deductive theory of the nature of the relations between nations and the essential state of war which exists. Authors such as Brougham and Genetz suggested that we could recognize underlying principles in the exchanges between states which guided their behavior such as the balance of power. To be sure, there are attempts to pursue the deductive approach to a comprehensive theory about the relations between nations as well as attempts to discern underlying universals in the study of relations between nations in today’s literature. But far too much time is spent in the realm of ontology (Rogowski (1966), Levi (1969)) or in the charting of patterns. These chartings are certainly an interesting early attempt to demarcate the boundaries of performance for any new set of concepts. That is perfectly legitimate and probably to be encouraged. But as classicists found out, we must quickly move on to answer or attempt to explain some of the underlying problems which face students of international relations today.  

A survey of current theoretical attempts to explain foreign policy actions or situations using concepts which could be operationalized by event data point to two specific schools of thought, a systems school and a national attributes school. Both paradigms are not well developed in terms of a formal theoretical system. The components of each paradigm include some discussion of the basic unit of analysis, the organizing concept, and a dominant inferential pattern, but they do not tend to provide a complete delineation of the structure of their system. Nor do they frequently proceed to the state of deducing theories or propositions from a set of universal statements. To articulate a largely implicit framework as an explicit system it is necessary, of course, to caricature. But it is hoped that this caricature can be instructive.

The Systems Approach

One of the early advocates of the systems approach to international interaction was Charles A. McClelland. He suggested that once the relations of international politics were broken down to their most elementary form they take on the basic patterns of Figure 1. It follows that the facts of international relations can be selected and organized according to the two references of actors and interactions (McClelland (1966), p. 18).

For McClelland, interaction analysis or demand response pattern analysis has a preoccupation, tracing the resulting patterns and trajectories of
actions. He suggests that national systems have access to only a limited inventory of demand response actions in coping with the situations produced by system disturbances. How the government of a national system tends to select types of actions from the inventory to meet different kinds of non-routine international situations provide evidence of its operational code in international politics (1966, p. 105). Recently several theorists have underscored the importance of considering the total interactions, especially those between antagonists. Burton (1968) asserts that the progression towards war depends upon the equal contributions from both sides, each being governed by perceptions of threat. Jost and his colleagues assert that war may occur in a number of ways, but the chances of its occurrence are increased by the hostility in the atmosphere of crisis generated by the joint exchanges of the parties involved (1968). Zinnos has been concerned both with the expression of the hostility and with its perception and the ensuing responses (1968). The authors all emphasize the process of exchanges that underscore the symmetric importance of both participants and actions. Thus the flow of foreign policy exchanges between nations has certainly been the topic of much discussion, debate, and analysis. It has infrequently been the target of formal theoretical development, however. One of the more important aspects of the above literature is that it tends to mix prescription with description. Since this is the case, prediction is often dependent upon the effectiveness of role-playing. This principle is well recognized in administrative theory: administration is not unlike play acting. The task of the good actor is to know and play

his role, although different roles may differ greatly in content. The effectiveness of the performance will depend upon the effectiveness of the play and the effectiveness with which it is played. The effectiveness of the administrative process will vary with the effectiveness of the organization and the effectiveness with which its members play their parts (Simon, 1958).

The task becomes one of constructing a theory of foreign policy which would be more than a set of normative rules for good diplomacy. Specifically, how could one construct an empirical theory? This is especially difficult in human systems (frequently termed artificial systems) where we are faced with an inability of the system to adapt perfectly to its environment (Simon, 1969). Let us begin with several rather simple automatic reaction models. The first is a no-lag immediate reaction to the foreign policy behavior received from another nation. This simple model follows closely with the work of Lewis Fry Richardson (1960), and his contention that the rate of change and hostility of one nation towards a second depends upon the level of hostility which the second harbors towards the first. This idea has been generalized by Dean Pruitt (1969) with the introduction of the concept of reciprocity. "Change in one party's level of output on the same or another dimension." (Emphasis added; note that to be considered reciprocal in this way the behavior need not be of the same type or magnitude as that received.) To further develop this approach to the explanation of foreign policy outputs, consider the competitive international environment in which the nation
operates. The behavior of one actor towards an object state is in part a response to the strategic problems which that actor faces with respect to its object: goals, and activities. The actor's behavior is considered in its attempt to affect the object nations future behavior. These thoughts can be expressed in the following statement: An actor's behavior towards a specific object is a function of the behavior which it receives from the object; more simply put, behavior begets behavior. Mathematically this statement is represented by the following equation:

\[ \text{\textbf{R}_{nq,m,t}} = \sum_{i=1}^{P} a_{nq,i,m,t} + C, \]

where

\[ a_{nq,i,m,t} \]

is the weighted sum of each of nation q's behavior toward n on dimension m at time t;

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{P} a_{nq,i,m,t} \]

is the weighted sum of each of nation q's behavior toward n as measured, respectively, along the p dimensions of behavior. The weights (c's) used in computing the sum are the relative importance of nation q's behavior on each dimension, influencing the behavior of nation n on dimension m;

and C is the projection, on dimension m, of the general level of activity which n holds toward q regardless of q's initiatives.

This equation states as a working hypothesis an actor's behavior results from the patterns of actions of its object. Tests of this statement (Phillips, 1971, 1972) tended to confirm its assertion. Other works in international relations (Tamar (1972), Bartos (1966), Azar (1970)) suggest similar hypothesis.

This can be called a titt for tat model of the relations between nations. But international relations must certainly be more than a tennis match in which each actor's response is to his object's service. There are forces at work over time within a nation which work to insure specific strategies are employed when dealing with specific object nations. Halperin suggests that "most of the actions taken by bureaucracies involve doing again or continuing to do what was done in the past. In the absence of some reason to change their behavior, organizations keep doing what they have been doing" (1970, p. 9). Bureaucratic inertia, as an explanation of performance in organizations, is appealing and leads to the working hypothesis that a nation's behavior in foreign policy results, in part, from its own prior patterns of action. Stated formally: a given nation's behavior toward a specific object is a function of its previous behavior toward that object. Mathematically this can be translated into the linear equation:

\[ \text{\textbf{R}_{nq,m,t}} = \sum_{i=1}^{P} a_{nq,i,m,t} + C \]

where the symbolization is identical to the first equation and t-1 is a time period earlier. Combining the two approaches together to form a single equation:

\[ \text{\textbf{R}_{nq,m,t}} = \sum_{i=1}^{P} a_{nq,i,m,t} + \sum_{i=1}^{P} a_{nq,i,m,t-1} + C \]

But the meaning of the individual terms remains the same as in the two preceding equations, the new equation expresses mathematically the contention that foreign policy dynamics are powerfully influenced by both bureaucratic inertia and reciprocity.
McClelland (1961) suggests that the workings of a modern foreign office resemble the day to day operations of a well run industrial plant. Following this suggestion, we may develop the tit for tat models somewhat further. Multi-pairs of difficulties and problems would be received and dispatched in the daily flow by specialists in handling foreign affairs. To cope with this complexity, experts reassign responsibility for monitoring the exchanges with specific countries. The ability of these experts to deal with their assigned tasks is in part a function of their understanding of the intent underlying the patterns of behavior which are admitted by object nations in response to various behavior received during a given time period. In order to know the appropriate response to make to an object nation, the experts must be able to understand clearly and unambiguously the messages which they are receiving from that object.  

Thus diplomacy is communication as is the activity of the military and intelligence network. The transmission and reception of information is a major feature of the behavioral exchanges between nations. However, the amount of information conveyed between nations during the period of time must depend upon both the number of signals transmitted from nation to nation and the amount of information per signal transmitted. Approaches have been developed to measure and account for both the variety of signals transmitted and the amount of information transmitted.

One may count the number and types of signals which are sent from one nation to another. The heterogeneity of these signals at any point in time is a measure of the uncertainty which would attend any attempts to specify the sending selection process (Cherry, 1957), Shannon and Weaver (1949), Ashby (1952)). Information theory provides an excellent measure of the uncertainty, h, present in a set of signals:

\[
H = - \sum_{i=1}^{N} P_i \log_2 P_i
\]

The symbol \( P_i \) is the independent probability of the occurrence of signal type \( i \), where there are \( N \) types of signals. Thus, from the probabilities \( P_i \) of different types of signals occurring in a given time period (same month), the uncertainty associated with the score for that period can be ascertained. If all outputs are equally likely, uncertainty is at a maximum. It is common to divide the actual uncertainty by the maximum value, deriving as a result the percentage of uncertainty, which is more easily comparable across sources with differing sets of signals.

The work of Charles A. McClelland (1965, 1968, 1973) has shown that relative uncertainty values in excess of .700 signaled the threshold of a crisis. He has shown that the mix of behavior types does indeed change in a crisis toward greater variety. The literature on communications in international relations argues that in periods of crises, system overload occurs and actors display an inability to respond consistently to their foreign policy inputs (Hedler (1965), Burton (1968)). It seems to be the case that in periods of relative uncertainty less than this level (.700) the higher the relative uncertainty the more reciprocal the response (Phillips and Crain (1972)).

Other studies have attempted to analyze the intent or the amount of information in an event. In order to check for the relationship between the intention of a message and the interpretation of the message,
the Stanford study group extended McClelland's original two actors in
the reaction model. They state:

'We are interested not only in what national
decision-makers perceive or say they perceive
about themselves and others. We are also interest-
ed in what they actually do. How are these percep-
tual and actional elements to be brought together
systematically and correlated for meaningful ana-
lysis? Basically, we are interested in the inter-
national 'communication' in the sense that this
communication can be used to characterize all
transactions between nations. This indicates
that both the verbal and the physical acts have
information potential. The acts of one nation
can be considered as inputs to other nations.
The basic problem is this: Given some input to
a nation, what additional information do we need
to account for the nation's foreign policy response?
(1968, p. 133)

Primarily those studies examined the 1914 crisis and compared
perception with action (Holsti, North, and Brody, 1968), the expres-
sion and perception of hostility (Zimba, 1964), and the conflict spiral
of increasing hostility (North, Brody, and Holsti, 1964). The analysis of
the Stanford group has also contributed information on the Cuban Missiles'
Crisis (Holsti, Brody, North, 1966), the Sino-Soviet Debate (Holsti, 1965
and 1966) as well as the public pronouncements of John Foster Dulm.'
(Holsti, 1962).

The above lends to the conclusion: In terms of the frequency
or intensity of threats or action, when a state perceives itself to be
the object of another's hostility, it identifies and expresses hostility
toward the offending state. The perception of hostility seems to require
both communications and actions. This relationship is tempered, however,
by the degree of involvement in a conflict. Highly involved nations
tend to exaggerate the amount of hostility being expressed toward them.

Thus, the more involved the nation becomes in conflict, the more sensitive
it becomes, even overstating the intended hostility from the environ-
ment.

A few studies have attempted to add intervening variables in this
basic communication model. Time has been considered an important situation
variable such that when time pressures are great, decisions must be made
more quickly without considering multiple alternatives (Holsti, 1965).
The pressure of domestic events has also been hypothesized as an important
instrument or force in influencing a nation to over or under respond to
the receipt of behavior (Phillips, 1973). Third party actions are also
considered as influencing the action and reaction model that has been
set out here. At the data collection level, Herrmann and Flood point
out the need for considering the indirect object of a behavioral action
(1970). Phillips and Keasen (1973) have studied the secondary impact
of actions or the stimulus response models developed here for the trio.
Soviet Union, United States and China.

All the work discussed to this point has two specific characteristics
in common. They are all based upon linear equations, and they are all
determinant in nature. The former condition raises an empirical problem
and the latter state of affairs raises the question of the specificity of
theoretical work in this area. Linear equations assume that, to the simplest
case of equation (1), a nation will respond to the inputs of another nation
with the same strength of response throughout the range of the frequency
of inputs. Thus, the sensitivity to a single threat from one nation to
another is identical to the sensitivities to a hundred threats in a given
time period from the object to the actor. Perhaps more importantly there
is no possibility for a change in the importance of the parameters over time. For instance, the relations between two nations may be based upon historical feelings of animosity which, because of a recent change in the relations between the two nations or because of a change in the domestic type of government of one nation, may have undergone a change which effects the ways in which the two nations interact. More simply, the recent past may provide important changes in the likelihood of certain forms of reaction in the present period. Karl Deutsch (1965) suggests that the highest of a nation's basic functions is its ability to... self-transformation: "To respond to events in its environment in new ways, or at least in different and more rewarding ways" (p. 17). Burton (1969) argues that political systems operate within an environment of other states to which they are adapting and responding: National interests are not fixed goals and include their adaptive processes (p. 10). Laying aside for the moment the difficult task of defining national interests, the notions of adaptation and response do suggest that the actions of nations are based upon expectations of future responses gained by experience in the past of dealing with an environment which can most certainly be differentiated into objects of behavior. Holsti, North and Brody share this view:

"Especially, then, is by projecting past events into the future that human beings make decisions; and statesmen, in this respect are not exceptions. Foreign policy decisions, like other human decisions, imply not only an abstraction from history, but also the making of 'predictions' -- the assessment of probable outcomes. These two operations may be understood almost unconsciously, but they are nonetheless real and irreducible. The Marshall Plan was based upon a prediction, derived from some combination of experience, that systematic aid to European nations would bring about certain consequences. Viewed in retrospect, this prediction seems to have been generally sound. The basic prediction inherent in Khrushchev's decision to establish long-range missiles in Cuba, on the other hand, was much less accurate (1968, p. 125). All too frequently, analysis of the processes of demand and response patterning has led to conclusions about the tendency of a lock-in effect. Whether the process tends to adjust in certain issues and lock-in in others has yet to be discovered. In any event, it can be argued that the long series of crises since 1946 is part of this process of experimenting with new politics of international relations. Without reference to a setting of the relationship or the larger meaning of politics in international relations, a theory may be developed which attempts to predict the future patterns of interaction and to compare the forms of the patterns of behavior between nations.

Since 1967, Roseau has been advocating work and development on an adaptation paradigm. McGovern (1970) has taken some of these notions and attempted to formalize them in a mathematical theory which takes into account the notions of adaptation previously suggested by Roseau. McGovern states that:

"In his most recent exploration of the adaptation paradigm, Roseau argues as follows: First, considerable insight can be gained from viewing national societies, like the cell in an organism, as entities that must adapt to their environment to survive and prosper. That is, an entity is to maintain the boundaries that separate it from other entities it must act toward the other entities in such a way to keep its essential structures intact (Roseau, 1970, p. 2). Second, for a national society 'adaptation means that fluctuations in the basic interaction patterns that sustain its social, economic, and political life must be kept within limits minimally..."
acceptable to its members (Rosemar 1970 p. 2).

Third, since there can be considerable disagreement over what are acceptable limits of variation in the performance of a society's economy or policy, the politics of national adaptation is infused with an intensity and drama unknown to other entities and processes (Rosemar 1970, p. 2).

Fourth, the performance of essential societal structures is conditioned by external environment is a basic source of variation in its essential structure, 'the need for foreign policy rises--out of the fact that the essential structures cannot be kept within acceptable limits unless some kind of behavior is undertaken toward the environment (Rosemar 1970 p. 3)."

The problem now becomes how to encompass the notions of adaptation and/or learning into our expectations of the way nations interact. At least two possibilities are immediately recognizable. The one is the development of a learning theory for how nations continue to change and adapt their relations and the second is the development of control theory and its application to the process of adaptation of nation-states.

Mathematical Learning Theory

Mathematical learning theory has been developed to understand such tasks as signal detection and two person interaction.11 The basic notions seem ideally suited for formalizing the dynamics of the processes developed in equations (1-3). One of the most applicable models has been developed by Raingo (1968). Raingo's basic idea for constructing a stochastic model is to consider social interaction as a process derived from the learning of the individuals participating in it. The fundamental assumption underlying his model is that a sequence of behavior is a series of choices between various alternatives, and certain probabilities are associated with the choice of the behavior alternatives by the mathematical law developed by Bush and Mostello: (1955). The purpose of his model is to

find in each particular choice situation the probabilities from which the choice between the alternatives is taken.

The social interaction process is assumed to take place according to the following model.

1) Social contacts may occur between the individuals under consideration, the number of whom is limited.

\[ C = X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_6 \]

2) The individual who makes the contact is determined by a vector involving the probabilities with which each individual occurs as the contactee; the sum of the probabilities involved in the vector is unity.

\[ k = p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_6 \]

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{6} p_i = 1 \]

3) The individual with whom the contact is made is determined by a vector that involves the probabilities with which each individual occurs as the contactee when the contactor is determined; thus there is one such vector for each individual and the probabilities in each vector add up to unity.

\[ X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_6 \]

\[ x_1 p_{11}, x_2 p_{12}, \ldots, x_{16} \]

\[ x_2 p_{21}, x_2 p_{22}, \ldots, x_{21} \]

\[ x_6 p_{61}, x_6 p_{62}, \ldots, x_{66} \]
4) Once the individual who makes the contact with the individual with whom the contact is made has been determined, the contact is always realized with the probability 1.

5) When a contact between two individuals is realized, each one experiences the behavior of the other as $\bar{A}$ or $\bar{A}$, and the perception corresponds to the behavior of the individual concerned.

6) The behavior of the individual in the manner $A$ or $\bar{A}$ in connection with the contact is determined by the probabilities $P_A$ and $P_{\bar{A}}$, which add up to the unity.

7) A contact is always either rewarding or punishing to the individual.

8) If the contact is rewarding, the probability of making contact with the same individual increases according to the mathematical law $P_{\text{new}} = P_A + B (1-P_A)$ involved in Such & Mosteller's learning model. If the contact is punishing the probability of making contact with the same individual diminishes according to the mathematical law $P_{\text{new}} = P_A - B P_A$.

9) If the contact is rewarding, the probability of behavior in the same manner as to connection with this contact increases according to the mathematical law mentioned under (8), and if the contact is punishing, the probability diminishes correspondingly according to the second law presented under (8). (However, the coefficients $a$ and $b$ need not be the same as those employed in the transformations dealt with under (8).)

Revision of Raisio's Model

The applicability of Raisio's model to the field of international relations seems to be restricted by his assumptions mentioned under (8), i.e., both $A_i A_j$ and $\bar{A}_i \bar{A}_j$ were defined as "rewarding" to both $i$ and $j$.

When we attempt to explain relationships between $i$ and $j$ in terms of their common views about a third individual $k$ who is not participating in the interactions between $i$ and $j$, Raisio's identification of rewarding contacts with common opinions seems to be meaningful.

But when the relationships between $i$ and $j$ are to be explained in terms of their direct behavior toward each other, Raisio's definition of rewarding contact provides an untenable result. For instance, the uncooperative behavior of $i$ and $j$ toward each other can be defined as rewarding contact by Raisio's definition. But we cannot think of mutually uncooperative behavior as rewarding to both $i$ and $j$. Therefore, we need to modify his model to make it applicable to the study of international relations.

A revised definition of rewarding and punishing contacts between $i$ and $j$ might be:

- $A_i A_j$: rewarding to both $i$ and $j$
- $A_i \bar{A}_j$: punishing to $i$ and rewarding to $j$
- $\bar{A}_i A_j$: rewarding to $i$ and punishing to $j$
- $\bar{A}_i \bar{A}_j$: punishing to both $i$ and $j$

$A_i$: favorable behavior of $i$ toward $j$
$\bar{A}_i$: unfavorable behavior of $i$ toward $j$.

Such a model could provide the basis for Monte Carlo simulations of the interaction between nations. The learning goal in this model is
To maximize the rewarding actions received from the environment, such a model is being developed at Ohio State University for both teaching and research exercises. The impact of relative uncertainty, third party interactions, domestic events and the level of the bureaucracy involved in a decision to act are all being considered as having an impact upon "learning" in the model.

Such a procedure allows for the development of a microanalytic model which can serve as a hypothetical real world. Computer simulation of such a "world" can be employed to generate aggregated data for selected intervals of time. The data generated from such an experimental situation is not employed as a model of reality but a reality to be modeled. The history which is generated is designed to test hypothesis about real foreign policy interactions which have been adapted to this artificial world.14

Hierarchical Control Theory

Recent attention in theory and research on the bureaucratic handling of foreign policy questions has focused upon dealing with problems of the transfer of knowledge to action, criticizing policy, and describing governmental behavior. Finding a mutually agreeable approach to understanding the bureaucratic decision-making apparatus is difficult, however. Allison has underscored this problem: "... bureaucracy is the least understood source of unhappy outcomes produced by the U.S. government. Calls for the elimination of bureaucracy are, however, non-solutions. Large organizations that function according to routines, and policies among individuals who share power, are inevitable features of the exercise of public authority in modern society" (1971, p. 265).

The United States experience in recent years suggests that the relationship between foreign policy decision-making on the one hand and information collecting and forecasting on the other is an integral aspect of effective organizational performance. The process suggests that there are patterns of behavior which are strongly influenced by organizational position and expectations. Hillman, for instance, describes organizations in terms of the network of interpersonal relations at various levels (1971). There seems to be a recognition agreement between policy makers and academe on the existence of levels of behavior, on the interaction of motivation and goals, and of the impact of perceptions on preferred modes of action at different levels of the policy process.

Some of these elements of these concerns can be made explicit if we introduce modern systems theories which seek to treat organizations as hierarchical multi-level control systems.15 The concept of a multi-level, hierarchical structure cannot be defined by short, succinct statements. What I propose to do at this point is to 1) introduce some basic concepts for classification and study of hierarchical systems in general, 2) provide a conceptual foundation for the problem of coordination and 3) indicate some features of hierarchical systems which make them attractive for use in the study of foreign policy decision-making.16

To begin with, the total system can be designated as the simple schematic in Figure 2. The ongoing process is that of foreign policy inputs and outputs: events. The operation of a subsystem on any level is influenced directly and explicitly from the higher levels, mostly from the immediately superseding level. This influence, while not always binding, tends to reflect a priority of importance in actions and goals of the higher level. This influence will be termed intervention.
priority of action is oriented downward in a command fashion, but the
success of the overall foreign policy system and indeed of the units on
any level depends upon the performance of all units in the system. Since
the priority of action tacitly assumes that intervention precedes the
actions of lower units, the success of the higher units depends upon
that action or the resulting performance of the lower level units. Performance
can be viewed, therefore, as feedback and response to intervention.
Feedback is oriented upward, as shown by the upward arrows in Figure 2.
I have termed these upward arrows the performance feedback channels. The
layers that have been laid out can be broken down into functional decision
hierarchies. The functional hierarchy should contain three layers as
shown in Figure 3. The lowest level, the selective level, accepts the
information from outside the unit and applies a decision algorithm to
device a course of action. The algorithm is defined as an organizational
means of reaching a solution usually provided by a specific intervention
from above.

The inherent goals of the second layer activity, the learning and
adaptation level, is to reduce uncertainty. Given a set of priorities
and goals and the importance of actions from a higher level, this learning
or adaptation layer must decide how to respond to the needs prescribed
from above. This layer must reduce the uncertainty in making responses
and initiatives as much as possible providing a simplified job for the
selection level.

The self-organizing layer must select and structure functions and
strategies which should be used on the lower layers so that an overall
goal or set of national interest can be pursued as closely as possible.
It can change the directives for action to the first level if the overall

goal is not accomplished, or it can change the learning strategy used on
the second layer if the estimation of uncertainties turns out to be unsatis-
factory.

We can formalize the coordination of activities at this point.
Consider the process P; it has two inputs: a control or intervention
input from the second level (a from a given set A) and an input w from
a given set W, called the input. It also has an output y in a given
set Y. The process P is assumed to be a mapping

\[ P : A \times W \rightarrow Y. \]

Looked at in foreign policy terms the process or selection level concerns
the working out of daily actions in each of the bureaucracies involved in
foreign policy. The tasks here are to apply an algorithm for responding
to stimuli from the environment which has been provided by the second
level. While it is true that some policy is "made in the cabinet" these
changes in the algorithm for responding must be in harmony with the
general outlines of objectives passed down from above or there is likely
to be requests for a change in activity.

Next consider the second level in our control system. It has two
inputs: coordination y provided by the higher level from a given set \( T \),
and the feedback b from a given set \( F \) coming from the process. The output
is a control intervention \( a \) selected from the set \( A \). The system
is a mapping

\[ C_2 : T \times F \rightarrow A. \]

At the managerial level the task of coordinating the organizing
goals of the Administration with the realities of the daily routine must
be carried out. It is here that decisions about the feasibility of partic-
quar plans is decided. These levels must provide policy plans for
operators to use as algorithms in acting. It is the general case that
this level must suggest plans, get them accepted by the Administration
and implement them at this selection level.

The highest level is charged with the responsibility of coordination.
It has only one set of inputs, namely the feedback information \( v \) from
the second levels which it uses to arrive at the coordination output \( y \). The
system is assumed to be a mapping
\[
\mathcal{G}_0 : V \rightarrow \Gamma,
\]
where \( V \) is the set of feedback inputs \( w \). Except in rare instances,
such as a crisis, the Administration sets national interest, chooses a
policy plan or combines and suggests several plans from the managerial
level and assigns responsibility to a lead bureau at the second level,
but it does not involve itself in the process directly.

To complete the description of this system we must specify the
nature of the feedback information. The feedback information \( w \) to the
second level contains direct information on the process \( P \); it is therefore
a function of the control \( \eta \), the disturbance \( \xi \) and the output \( y \), given
by the mapping
\[
f_1 : M \times \Omega \times Y \rightarrow \mathcal{E}_1.
\]
Similarly the feedback information \( v \) received by the highest level contains
information concerning the behavior of the second level and therefore
assumed to be given by a mapping
\[
f_0 : \Gamma \times \Omega \times M \rightarrow V,
\]
which is a function of the coordination \( y \), feedback \( \xi \) and output \( \eta \).

It should be pointed out that this functional hierarchy is based
on the conceptual recognition of the essential functions in a complex
decision system. It provides only a starting point for a rational approach
to assign proper functions to different layers. In fact, each functional
layer can be implemented by further decomposition. For our purposes it is
only essential to lay out the elements of the decision-making process and
to borrow this functional hierarchy of levels or tasks so that we can
demonstrate at what place a specific form of forecasting might be benefi-
cially used. In order to do this, we need to make a set of assertions
about the types of planning that each of these levels in a hierarchy
must normally concern.

In spite of several common features the tasks and roles of the
systems can be delineated by levels at this point.

1. A higher level unit is concerned with the larger portion
or broader aspects of the overall foreign policy behavior.
In hierarchical systems terms this is reflected in the fact
that a higher level unit is superior to two or more units
and the decision of the higher level coordinates the lower
levels in accordance with the goal or objective defined
over the domains of all the units subordinate to it.

2. The decision period of a higher unit is longer than that
of lower units. Simply put, the lower level units are
responsible for today's decisions, whether to respond to
previous actions or to initiate new actions. The time
frame of these decisions are quite limited. However, to
evaluate the effect of coordination, higher levels cannot
--- more often than the lower levels, whose behavior is
conditioned by this coordination. Therefore, it is
essential to recognize inherent differences of the time frames in most decisions as we proceed up the decision hierarchy. Certainly there are specific strategies or issues such as the Cuban Missile crisis when the normal process is short-circuited by making most decisions operative at a much higher level in the hierarchy.

(3) A higher level unit is concerned with the slower aspects of the overall system's behavior. The lower levels of this decision tree are concerned with more particular local changes in the foreign policy process. The higher levels cannot respond to variations either in the environment or in the process itself which are faster than the variations of concern to the lower levels.

(4) Descriptions and problems of higher levels are less structured with more uncertainties and more difficult to formalize quantitatively. Decision problems in the higher levels can be considered as more complex and an approximation can be used to derive a solution to a higher level problem, but accuracy is then reduced. One has to be cautious when interpreting the results (Mesarovic (1970) pp. 54-55).

In general, for any level there is a specific set of techniques suitable for the solution of respective problems. As we have laid out the system characteristics, units of the higher echelons are concerned with broader aspects of the foreign policy task and therefore have a more complex decision problem than those on the lower levels. They have a longer time frame with which to look at problems, and therefore are concerned with slower aspects of the overall foreign policy behavior.

Among the most immediate potential benefits of applying this approach in research, the following are worth mentioning:

(1) It provides a unified basis for different approaches through a framework in which the various approaches can be compared, contrasted, and used to complement each other.

(2) It offers mathematical precision in defining both concepts and issues.

(3) It provides a starting point for mathematical and computer simulation studies of various issues and problems both in analysis and design of decision-making systems.

The approach being based on mathematical methods is primarily concerned with structural considerations such as communication, control, command, coordination, etc. However, it should be emphasized that the basic building block, a decision-making unit, is adaptable to multiple uses in foreign policy and event interaction analysis.

The Explanation of National Behavior by Resort to National Attributes

This approach is perhaps the most well-developed arena for theoretical explanation in international relations. Several authors have developed theories which attempt to explain behavior between nations. In their empirical definitions of behavior some have recourse to the events data. The primary use of event's data in these approaches is to aggregate behaviors between nations over the time span of a year. There are several major approaches in this area and they can be briefly summarized. No extensive discussion of individual approaches will be attempted here, however, since this work is well cited in existing literature.
R.J. Rummel has attempted to link the international behavior of nations to differences and similarities in national attributes between nations. Rummel's field theory asserts that nations interact in a social field. This field is analytically divided into two spaces: a behavior space and a space of attributes. The field is a system defined by analytical coordinates and by the properties, relations and movements of the entities along the coordinates. The concept of field assumes that the characteristics of the field and the entities within it reciprocally influence one another. Description of the field, therefore, provides a basis for explaining the past, and in a measure, predicting the future (Wright, 1955, p. 524). Conceptualizing international relations behavior as being located in a field begins with assumptions about time and space within which nations exist and events occur. Geometry and linear algebra are the language for rewriting natural views of the world as a field. This conception has an intellectual heritage in the physical sciences but it has also found support in the social sciences (Levin, 1966; Wright, 1965) andently, (1954).

For Rummel, nations are located within the attribute space in terms of their characteristics, such as economic; within the behavior space, dyads (such as USA-USSR) are located in terms of their behaviors such as trade. Then national attributes' similarities, and differences are field forces creating social space—motion; attribute distances between nations cause international behavior. Thus, for field theory, a social concept attribute distance is a basic force (Rummel, 1971, p. 5).

Leaving mathematical considerations aside, Rummel's field theory says simply that nations will behave toward each other in terms of their social, economic, geographic and political differences or similarities.

Test of the theory has so far been encouraging. In particular one analyst of the linkage of behavior between nations to their differences shows different levels of economic development to be a specifically important force in influencing the direction of behavior (Rummel, 1969).

Rummel is moving in the direction of increasing the number of axioms in such a way as to explain in more detail the relationship between behavior and attribute distances. This work relies heavily on the sociological concepts of rank and status previously used to explain international relations by Gal'crg (1964 a & b).

In contrast to Rummel's belief that it is the relative differences and similarities between nations which explain international relations, other analysts stress that the external behavior of society stems primarily from the effort to satisfy needs and wants. Thus the value structure and coherence of society are viewed as crucial to its external behavior irrespective of similarities or differences between the nation and other nations, hostile alliances, forming or trade wars brewing. Nils Petter Gleditsch has suggested that we group all those who take this position under the title Attribute Theorists (Gleditsch, 1970). Rosenau has suggested that three attributes of national societies—their size, their economic development, and their political accountability—are so basic to their way of life as to lead to fundamental differences in their foreign policy (1966, p. 27-92).

The eight types of societies that result from a dichotomization of the three national attributes are considered to be so different from each other that the impact of individual, governmental, societal and systemic variables would not be so great as to confuse distinctions in
behavior for each of the eight geno-types. Proposals deriving from
this taxonomy have been tested (Herrmann and Salmore (1971), Rosenau
and Regard (1971), Rummel (1969, 1972, Herrmann (1972, 1972)).
In the case of each of these cases, the results suggest that certain
characteristics of a nation are important for predicting its behavior.

The common belief that inter-state conflict is related to its foreign
conflict behavior has been questioned by empirical analyses (Rummel
had demonstrated that when one breaks down nations into groups based
upon bureaucratic decision style, certain groups show a strong relation
Zinnes and Wilkenfeld (1969) have developed a model which attempts
to account for the relationship between political and foreign conflict
activity. This model has been extended by Gillespie, Zinnes, and
Wilkenfeld (1969). Another interesting attempt to demonstrate that
there is a relationship between domestic unrest and foreign conflict
behavior, but that it is not a simple mapping of domestic unrest onto
foreign conflict has been developed by Leo Rusk (1973).

Others feel that a particular type of social structure or regime
has an impact upon the making of foreign policy. Whether a poltical
system is open or closed, stable or unstable, assertions about the highest
leaders of such systems and the impact on the decision-making of these
leaders is currently being investigated. The Salter's hypothesis

We began this paper by a simple delineation of the assumptions implicit in those who prefer to collect what is termed event interaction data. They are, in slightly enlarged form: (1) that must be explained are the individual actions of nations states, (2) behavior reflects purpose or intention, (3) action is chosen as a calculated solution to a strategic problem, (4) explicit statements and tactical moves of nations constitute strategic signals. Adversaries watch and interpret each others behavior, each aware that his own actions are being interpreted and each acting with the consciousness of the expectations which he creates. (5) Actions chosen are in response to strategic problems the nation faces. Threats and opportunities arising in the international strategic market place move the nation to act. If these are agreed upon as the basic premises of those who choose to collect events data, aggregations of that data into yearly form provides measures of the total amount of exchange between nations in the same way that trade data, aid data, or any other transaction data would provide. That event analysts wish to consider their data different than transactions can be seen in the way they organize and record the information on an act by act basis. It can be argued that foreign policy decision systems such as those envisioned in the hierarchical systems model or the learning models are really recursive. It is difficult, for instance, to find examples of decisions where policy input and output are simultaneously determined. More realistically one must usually specify some sort of adjustment process at work. A nation sets the stage by taking an act, another nation reacts. Interaction may be accumulated or ignored, third nations react to these nations or not, the activity becomes important enough to move up the hierarchy of decision-makers or not. A crucial factor, however, is the time period involved. If the unit of time implied in the substantive model is each event, but the data is aggregated for periods larger than the substantive unity, then identification of the true explanatory variables is not possible. The aggregated year or monthly data is an approximation, but Johnson (1972) has shown that without further variables the model would not now even be identifiable. Even if identifying variables were present, enforced aggregation over time periods turns a truly recursive model to a fully simultaneous one with all the resultant estimation problems (1972, Chapter 13).

The impact of such an argument is that while the data is being appropriately employed in attribute analyses which aggregate at the monthly or yearly level, the model which underlies the data collection efforts of the event field is not being tested by attributes or field theories. Rummel has argued that without knowing the theory which underlies the collection of data it is inappropriate to discuss the implications of a particular data collection. He is clearly not arguing that he would not accept events data to test his theory. On the other hand, the emphasis on the events data collection has confused the distinction between those who have developed a rationalization for collecting the data and those who have been most visible in employing the data to test their theories. Thus international events data are no more than measures of some forms of international interactions. They are, or should be, simply indicators of substantive concepts bounded within theoretical frameworks. Trade, mail flow, hours of cross national radio broadcasts, and the number of tourists are legitimate measures of international
exchanges as are events. Previous preoccupation with events data has tended to confuse this issue. When actions are considered discrete signals of a national decision making bureaucracy, as most events data collectors argue, then systems models as developed in this paper are applicable. When events are aggregated and considered as indicators of the linkage between nations or as means of characterizing the foreign policy output of a nation, as the field and attribute theories view them, then the analysis employed by followers of those paradigms is correct. On the other hand, we cannot mix the systems paradigm with the aggregate analysis of the attribute/field theorists as this results in an inability to distinguish between differing systems theories.

Conclusion

This paper has attempted to identify the basic underlying assumptions accepted by those who collect events interaction data. While no single theory has been accepted by this group of data collectors, enough evidence seems available that it is possible to characterize the field. It is interested in the dynamics of foreign policy process. Emphasis is placed upon the development of algorithms for matching inputs and outputs. Simple linear models characterized as tit for tat models were reviewed and identified in the literature. Dynamic extensions of this approach to cover adaptation and learning were demonstrated and recommended. Use of events data by other theoreticians was briefly reviewed. The conclusions of this review were that while events data are appropriate for testing these field and attribute theories, the assumptions which underlie the collection of events data are not being tested when the data is employed in the field or attribute theories since the time frame of the aggregation is monthly or yearly.

The implications of the review are that a good deal more work needs to be pursued in the area of theoretical explanations for the normal relations between nations. The process of foreign policy making is not yet the subject of formal theoretical explanation while the substantive interests of events data collectors seems well developed explanations of the process delineated in the data have not reached maturity.
FOOTNOTES

1. The adjective was suggested by Rogowskie (1968) and it is meant to comprehend both general systems theory and its derivatives or cognates as these have been applied to the study of international politics.

2. For propositions similar to the three assumptions stated here see McClelland (1961), Herrman (1972), Allison (1970).

3. For a solution to this problem see Phillips (1969).

4. It is important to keep in mind that this finding does not mean there will be no variation in a nation’s or dyad’s scores over time. Rather the dimensions along which nation’s or dyad’s behavior varies remain stable, i.e., the scale, regardless of the time slice used.

5. For a review of classification attempts in international relations see Swanson (1971).

6. For empirical proof of this point see Hilton (1971).

7. It is most distressing today that events data analyzers must worry over the presentation of any paper. On the one hand, if their paper is an investigation into reliability or validity of their data, they are attacked for being atheoretical. On the other hand, if they propose theoretical explanations to international phenomena they are attacked for not giving enough concern to the empirical questions. It is unfortunately the case that most statistical analyses precede the appropriate theory and most theoretical activities are being criticized for the wrong reasons.

8. "The nations affect the actions of one another less by physically compelling change in behavior than by acting on one another’s perceptions and expectations; interaction among nations is primarily a matter of threats, promises, and sanctions designed to influence behavior by persuasion. Accordingly the primary vehicle for the exercise of international influence takes the form of "signals" among international actors. Actions - the outputs of the national security bureaucracy - are the "signals" designed to persuade another nation to alter its behavior in the preferred direction." (Kohlerin and Kanter, 1973, p. 40)

9. The term was originally suggested by Rapoport (1960).

10. Aron has raised the question as follows: "Is the cold war a preparation or substitute for total war?" If the former, the two camp’s are simply maneuvering for position until the day of final settlement. If the latter, the propaganda battles become the struggles among national parties, dividing localized in Greece and Korea, constituted the war itself - inevitably because of the ravages of violence (1955, p. 22).


12. For procedures used in identifying specific values for alpha and beta see Bush and Mosteller (1955) or Ratlifel (1968).

13. These revisions were suggested by Tong-Ok Park.

14. This position is well developed in Ackoff and Emery (1972), Chapter 13.


16. This development follows that of Moskovits, et al.

17. Field theory assume, first, that international behavior and attributes form a social space - a field of complex and changing interrelationships between nations, their characteristics, and their behavior. Isolating a particular variable or two is not sufficient to understand behavior, then. Rather, the whole field must be specified to provide the context and causal environment of interactions. For example, knowledge that a country with a left democratic government is poor and a Catholic will not generally be sufficient to explain a nation’s international behavior. These characteristics have different behavioral consequences depending on their distribution in the system, behavioral expectations and norms, and on who is the behavioral object (Rummel, 1971, p. 4).

18. "... absolute characteristics are assumed outside of a nation’s behaviorally relevant field and it is assumed that the principle of relative values governs nation’s attributes and behavior must be understood by their interrelations, comparatively. Behavior cannot be explained in isolation and a nation’s attributes become relevant only in relation to other attributes and to behavior. ... social time is assumed to be part of the international relations space - the field; nation behavior and attributes have extenional and directional relationships; the passage of time is relative to the nations and the context" (Rummel, 1971, p. 4-5).


21. I have enlarged upon the original set of three assumptions so as to make clear the act by act characterization of these assumptions.

22. All code sheets that I am aware of are specific to an individual act.
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